We describe a system for semi-automatically stylizing an input video into regions of constant color and curved strokes that are spatiotemporally coherent. To achieve this, we treat video as a space-time volume of image data and exploit a mean shift technique to segment it into multi-level attached volumes which are subsequently smoothed. A user attention model identifies the meaningful elements of the hierarchical structure of the 3D segments to select the appropriate level for each segment. Two dimensional smooth edge sheets embedded in the 3D video volume are determined. Color regions and strokes in video frames are rendered by successively slicing the volumes and edge sheets in time. The temporal coherence provided by the smoothed segments and sheets results in a consistent cartoon like appearance.
Introduction
Stylized rendering of video is now an active area of research in non-photorealistic rendering (NPR). In this paper we propose a new framework to transform video into a cel animation-like style. Our work takes as inspiration the still image stylization and abstraction approach presented by DeCarlo [5] and extends it to dynamic video sequences.
When NPR methods designed for static images are applied to video sequences on a frame-by-frame basis, the results generally contain undesirable temporal aliasing artifacts. The cornerstone of our approach is the way we overcome the coherence problem: instead of tracking pixel or region movements between different frames, we accumulate the video frames together to create a volume data and directly cluster the pixels in the three dimensional space (x,y,t). By reconstruction and smoothing of the surfaces of clustered volumes, we create a series of 3D primitives or video segments in the data volume. A video segment is a 3D volume that satisfying the following properties:
1. A video segment is a connected region defined on the 3D lattice (x,y,t).
2. Each pixel in the video belongs to exactly one video segment.
3. Pixels in the same segment have similar visual attributes and can be grouped together as a unit object.
By creating a hierarchical segmentation, the video sequence can be represented by a tree structure of video segments, which enable us to reduce extraneous detail in less important regions. A computational attention method is used to provide more detail where viewers may focus their attention when observing the video by selecting the level in the hierarchy to descend to for rendering each segment. After all segments are determined and surfaces are constructed, we create a set of "edge sheets" from portions of surfaces. Constant colored or stylized regions and strokes can then be generated by slicing the segments and edge sheets in time.
Since the resulting video volume is represented as a set of 3D segments and surface sheets prior to slicing for rendering, we can generate a vectorized video for efficient transmission on networks. Furthermore, vectorized video can be displayed without aliasing or blurring on devices with different screen resolution and at different frame rates. Figure 2 shows the flow chart of our system. A summary of our process used to transform a video sequence is as follows:
• Build a hierarchical structure of volumetric objects by video data segmentation and surface reconstruction.
• Compute the user attention models to identify meaningful objects in the structure to select segments from appropriate hierarchical levels.
• Construct smooth edge sheets embedded in the volume.
• Rendering the frames by slicing volumes and edge sheets in time to create color regions and strokes.
• Optionally the user can add back some detail by hand by applying "semi-transparent paint" from the original video.
Related Work
Researchers have developed a variety of tools for video stylization. Early approaches applied NPR rendering methods frame-by-frame way. Recent films such as A Waking Life and Avenue Amy were painstakingly modified one frame at a time. Litwinowicz [15] proposed an automatic approach to produce painterly animations from video clips, and optical flow fields were used to push brush strokes from frame to frame in direction of pixel movements. Hertzmann et. al. [11] created each successive frame of the video by first warping the previous frame to account for optical flow changes and then painting over areas of the new frame that differ significantly from its predecessor. The SnakeToonz system [1] used spline-based active contours for tracking user sketched contours. Recently, some video processing techniques treat video as a space-time volume of image data. In the stylized video cubes approach [14] , a set of "rendering solids" were created in the volume as a function defined over an interval of time; when evaluated as a particular time within that interval, it provided parameters necessary for rendering an NPR primitive. Our system exploits computer vision segmentation techniques to provide another way to create 3D primitives in data volume to maintain spatial and temporal coherence. This work has been greatly inspired by DeCarlo and Santella's work of stylization and abstraction of photographs [5] . In their system, images were transformed into a style using a combination of line-drawing and large regions of constant color. For abstraction, the system used eye-tracking data for the evidence of removing extraneous details and highlighting important objects. To achieve a similar goal in video abstraction, we represent the video volume as hierarchical tree structure of 3D segments (vs. 2D) and use a computational attention model to attach importance to objects. This intermediate representation is then processed to produce a temporally coherent abstraction of video.
Spatio-Temporal Coherence Analysis
Typical video contains strongly correlated frames as well as sudden scene changes. We use a two level spatio-temporal coherence analysis method. At the coarse level, we use a shot boundary detection algorithm to segment the original video into several shots [19] . This paper focuses primarily on the finer level, in other words, within each shot. For each video shot, we use low-level visual processing and graphical rendering techniques to form a hierarchical description of the video frames to be transformed. This goal is achieved in our system by processing the video frames in the following three steps: 3D mean shift based video frames segmentation at five hierarchical levels, importance determination to combine the hierarchical levels, and finally video segment surface reconstruction.
3D Mean Shift Segmentation
An image segmentation is simply a partition of an image into contiguous regions of pixels that have similar appearance. Mean shift based image segmentation has been shown to provide satisfactory results in most cases. Mean shift is a general nonparametric technique proposed for the analysis of a complex multimodal feature space and to delineate arbitrarily shaped clusters in it [3] . Although mean shift estimation has already been developed decades before [9] , its nice properties of data compaction and dimensionality reduction has been explored only recently in low level computer vision tasks such as non-rigid object tracking [4] and image segmentation [2]. Its convergence on lattices has also been proven. In the previous art of photograph abstraction [5] , mean shift is used for image segmentation and produces quite nice results.
Video sequence segmentation is a partition of video frames into contiguous volumes of pixels defined on the lattice of (x,y,t). Since it is only an extension of image segmentation by defining pixels on 3D lattices rather than 2D lattices, it is natural attempt to solve this problem by extending the successful 2D mean shift segmentation algorithm to a 3D version. Here 2D mean shift refers to mean shift segmentation on pixels defined on 2D lattices, while 3D mean shift refers to that applied on pixels defined on 3D lattices. 3D mean shift based video analysis was first proposed in [6] . In that approach, each pixel of a 3D space-time video stack is mapped to a 7D feature point, which includes three color components, two motion angle components and two motion position components. However, as the author pointed out, introducing motion components into the features will destroy the boundaries of moving regions and make them jagged. Since the boundary of moving regions is the key feature for drawing strokes in a stylized video, in our system we use only the three color components in the perceptually uniform color space L * u * v [8] to generate more meaningful boundaries for human observers. Parameters set by the user guide the segmentation: a spatial radius hs, a color difference threshold hr, the size of the minimum acceptable region M , plus three weights Wc, and Wt to indicate the strength of color vs. spatio-temporal dimensions, and spatial vs. temporal coherence importance when performing the pixel clustering.
Since the 3D mean shift method operates globally on the data, due to the memory and computational limitations, we can not process all the frames of a long shot simultaneously. Rather, we process only a block of N b frames. To avoid sudden jumps between blocks, we use an overlapping block method, with an overlap of N o frames. First, we process frames 0 to N b . We then process frames In Figure 4 we compare 3D mean shift and 2D mean shift on parts of a monkey bars video sequence. It shows that without considering temporal correlation of frames, the 2D mean shift segmented frames have obvious jumps in adjacent frames, while the 3D mean shift segmented frames are more smooth in time. The frame-to-frame change in a 2D mean shift segmented result vs. 3D mean shift segmented result.
Importance Based Segmentation
All portions of a video volume do not have the same perceptual importance. Static regions, for example, do not grab a viewers attention, thus we would like to abstract those regions more than the dynamic subjects. To do this we first build a hierarchical segmentation and then use a computational attention model to select appropriate segment from the hierarchy.
Building the Hierarchy
The process of forming a hierarchy of video segments is similar to that of building a hierarchy of color regions proposed in [5] . The video is downsampled into 5 levels by factors of √ 2. The segmentation is run independently on each level. We then build a tree structure of segments as follows. Beginning at the finest level, and working up towards the next to coarsest level, we determine, for each segment S . The parent is chosen as:
In other words, if one candidate parent fully encompasses the child then it is chosen since all other have a null intersection. If there is more than one non-null intersection, then the candidate parent with maximum ratio of intersection size to color difference between child and possible parent is chosen.
To maintain a strict hierarchy and avoid gaps and overlaps when rendering, the segments at all but the finest level are used only to group and re-color the finest level segments. A finest level segments final color is thus either its own original color or one of its ancestors if it is determined to have a low importance. Thus many neighboring segments that share an ancestor will have the same color and be smoothed and appear as one.
Video Segment Surface Construction
The mean shift segmentation is insensitive to small perturbations on the surfaces of the segments. This results in quite noisy boundaries between regions due to high frequency detail either in the images or due to interlacing. To smooth the 3D segment data while maintaining fidelity to the original video, we first construct the 3D surfaces of video segments and then smooth the shapes.
We use the marching cubes algorithm [16] to convert volume data into surface data resulting in polygonal surfaces separating the segments. Our goal then is to smooth the segment volumes without creating any gaps in the video volume. If we smooth the surface of each segment separately, surfaces may shrink and produce some holes between them. To avoid this problem, we employ a joint construction and smoothing method to reconstruct and smooth the surfaces.
We apply a mesh smoothing algorithm to each vertex. Each vertex position, x 0 i , is repositioned to x 1 i by
where the weights are set to
The W j are the importance values, in the range 0..1, of the segments adjacent to vertex w j . This modification of the smoothing weights helps prevent the smaller, more important segments from collapsing. Vertices on the boundary of the video volume are constrained to stay on the volume surface. Figures 5 and 6 show the sliced segments before and after smoothing. 
User Attention Analysis
Selecting the right level of the hierarchy for each segment is based on a model of user attention. Attention is a neurobiological concept. It implies the concentration of mental powers upon an object by close or careful observing or listening, which is the ability or power to concentrate mentally. Rather than rely on an eye tracker as in [5] , we adopt a computational attention model that analyzes the video directly.
Computational attention methodologies have been extensively studied. Leading techniques in this area include the bottom-up, saliency-or image-based visual attention system [12] , dynamical neural network based approaches [13] , and the generic user attention model which integrates a set of attention models extracted from video sequence [17] , etc. In this paper we adopt the framework of the generic user attention model and rely primarily on a motion analysis model to assign an importance to different video segments.
For a given frame in a video sequence, the motion vector field (MVF) between the current and the next fame is used to calculate a set of motion characteristics. The motion vector fields are determining by leveraging an MPEG encoder that determines motion vectors for each block of the video relative to those on an I frame. These motion vectors are used to calculate of the motion attention model for each of the I frames of MPEG video.
We assume that an MVF causes three types of separable responses through three inductors: an Intensity inductor, a Spatial Coherence inductor and a Temporal Coherence inductor. Each inductor results in a separate map for the response to the motion. These are fused into an overall saliency map by taking a linear combinations of the three maps. Details of the calculation of the three indicators and the fusion into a saliency map can be found in [17] .
The importance value of each segment of the finest segmentation is created by averaging the saliency of its pixels. This importance value is then mapped to levels of the segment hierarchy. Figure 7 shows the computed importance within one frame of a video with the final result in Figure 8 .
Edge Sheets
The segmentation of the video provides a means to render frames with solid colored regions within each frame. We also want to add solid strokes to the final rendering much like inked lines in a drawing. Selecting lines and their location on a frame-by-frame basis will lead to a lack of temporal coherence. To avoid this, we construct a set of smooth two dimensional sheets, or edge sheets embedded in the 3D video volume. We slice these sheets at each frame time to extract a curved line for rendering.
Edge Sheet Construction
Edge sheets are derived from the previously constructed segments. To determine the edge sheets, we start from the surface representations for 3D video segments. The basic elements for the calculation of edge sheets are the triangles that bound the video segments volumes. Each triangle has the following properties:
• C d : Color difference between the two segments on either side of the triangle.
• I: Importance. The importance of a triangle is set as the maximum of the two segments' importance adjacent to the triangle.
• D I : Importance difference across the triangle. • Dt: Dot product of time axis with normal of triangle (N ). A slice always produces a curve since edge sheets are constrained not to include a normal parallel to the time axis.
• D l : Dot product of "light direction" with N . We may, want to emphasize edges that face away from an implied light source. Triangle normals, N , are assumed to face away from more important segments into lower importance segments. Triangles between like importance segments have D l set to 0.
An edge strength for a particular triangle is set as a weighted sum of these properties. Once each triangle is tagged with its edge strength, a threshold is set for potential inclusion in edge sheets. The five weights and threshold are set by the user. A short block of video can be viewed and modified to achieve the best results. Triangles whose edge strength is greater than the threshold are then gathered into edge sheets by a series of steps.
• Contiguous potential triangles are grouped.
• Branching structures are divided into individual sheets.
• Small groupings under a minimum size are deleted.
At this point each edge sheet is maintained with its own geometric data structure. The polygonal sheets are then smoothed in two ways; first, by low-pass filtering the boundaries to avoid jagged edges that could cause temporal artifacts, and second, by averaging vertex positions with their adjacent vertices to provide geometric smoothness. The final smoothed edge sheets when sliced produce smooth curves that follow important edges in the segmentation. The smoothing step may pull the edge away from the exact boundary between colored segments but this provides a good balance between stroke smoothness and segment shape. An example showing the inclusion of edge sheets is the cover figure, Figure 1. 
Rendering Edge Sheets
Rendering a sheet at some time t involves intersecting the sheet with the plane at time, t, to produce a curve. The curve can be drawn with a number of styles that may or may not respond to the local edge strength and/or other parameters.
The thickness can be set by the length of the stroke in the 2D frame as in [5] . However, since we also have information about the depth of the edge sheet in time, the thickness can also respond to this aspect by starting thin and then thickening halfway through its time span and finally thinning before disappearing.
Strokes can also be colored by their orientation to a virtual light source as can be seen in Figure 10 . 
Touch Up
Finally, even with the best automated system there will always be a need for some user intervention in the final result. There are many possible tools one could imagine for touching up the result. We have implemented one simple tool that allows the user to pull semitransparent paint from the original video and overlay it on the results. The system reads in two videos, the original and the Toon result. A user can then flip through frame by frame adding just a bit of the original back in. Frames can be processed by hand this way in only a few seconds each (see Figure 11 ).
Results and Discussion
We have presented a system for semi-automatically transforming video to a cartoon-like style. Our system solves the main challenge of providing temporal stability by exploring the state-of-the-art clustering method to build a tree structure of 3D segments in video volume. User attention models guide the selection of important details while increasing the abstraction of static portions of the video. A new paradigm of deriving smooth edge sheets embedded in the video to create temporally coherent edges was demonstrated. Figure ? ? shows a few frames from two different input videos. The accompanying CD and video demonstrate the temporal coherence achieved with the system.
Computation Times
The major limitation of our system is that it is resource intensive. Computing the 3D mean shift on a block of 30 frames at a resolution of (640×480) consumes approximately one Gb of memory. Surface reconstruction, smoothing, tree structure building, frame rendering and stroke calculation on a 10 seconds of video may take 4-6 hours on a P4 1.8 GHz PC. We have begun to speed up the algorithms and reduce the memory cost to make the system more efficient.
Parameter Tuning
The Video Tooning system has a number of parameters and modifications under user control. These include:
• Tuning the parameters for 3D mean shift segmentation. In general, larger values of h s , h r and M will result in a coarser segmentation result and vice versa. A larger value of W t will produce temporally more consistent results. In our experiments, we vary h s between 3 to 7, h r between 2.5 to 6.5, M between 50 to 1500, W t between 1 to 1.5.
• Adjusting the weights and thresholds for calculating the edge sheets. In general an even weighting of the parameters works well but can be modified by the user's desires.
• Modifying the drawing style of the edges.
Simple one second test cases on half resolution videos provide feedback in a few minutes. This is still a bit slow for rapid turn around. We are working to define a user panel to make parameter selection more intuitive and require less trial and error. We are also working on a tool to help modify the importance results. The user will be able highlight important objects that are not recognized by the attention model, or diminish the importance of some that are.
The Future of Video Tooning
We are currently working a number of extensions and enhancements to the Video Tooning system. One the segments and edge sheets have been created, there are many ways they might be rendered. For example, each region might be filled with paint-like strokes, with the edges similarly rendered. Given some additional input from the user or automatic derived semantic information, multiple styles could be superimposed.
We are also working on a vectorized encoding of the result. The monkey bars video contains about 4 thousand segments vs. approximately 120 million pixels in the original video, a ratio of 1:30,000. There is clearly a lot of coherence to leverage, plus the benefit of resolution independent encoding.
The combination of 3D segmentation, edge sheets, and a user attention model provides a very powerful starting point for automating the stylization of video. We look forward to experimenting on new video sources, with new styles, and tackling many practical aspects of the Video Tooning system..
